
Active section
(performs flood detection)

Up to 10m

Guarantee: Equipment manufactured by Eltek is guaranteed against faulty 
materials or workmanship for three years. For repairs carried out under 
guarantee, no charge is made for labour, materials or return carriage.

Junction box

GC60F

The GenII flood sensing system consists of the battery powered GC60F 
transmitter to which one or two flood sensing cables can be connected. 

Each flood sensing cable assembly consists of two sections: an inactive 
section and an active section (shown yellow / black).

The active section of the cable is a continuous 4 core twist, the yellow 
pair is simply a former to hold the black pair in place. The black pair wire is 
stainless steel with a special coating to permit flood detection. The yellow 
wires also serve to make the cable easily recognisable so that it is less 
likely to be confused with other alarm or wiring installations. Approx cable 
dia is 3.4mm. The default length of the active section is 3m, but can be 
specified for 1m through to 10m at the time of ordering.

The inactive section simply connects the active section to the transmitter 
and can be up to 10m long. 

RC250 Receiver Ideal for data acqu sition or BMS control. - unit: i
Communications Modbus (RS232), optional RS485 module
Capacity   160 channels 

RX250AL - Receiver / Logger: PC independent receiver and logger with battery backup .  and alarms
C ethernet  an be connected via network for large sites.
Capacity   250 channels across 125 transmitters
Memory (readings) 250,000 (options for 500,000, 1,000,000 or 2,000,000 readings)

SRV250 - Receiver / Logger: Real time access to data globally.
Identical to RX250AL Receiver / logger but with built-in GPRS communications. 
Data is uploaded in real time as raw data or CSV to host PC or Windows Cloud Server.

RP250GD Repeater 
Range can be easily extended using one or more self contained RP250GD repeater. 

The GC60F transmitter and flood detecting 
cable system is designed for users who wish to 
detect presence of flooding in sensitive areas. 
The system continuously monitors a dry or wet environment and data at the receiving device can be used to raise 
local or text message alarms. The GC60F flood sensing system can be used together with any other GenII transmitter 
to form a comprehensive environmental monitoring system.
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GenII Dual flood sensing transmitter

GenII System Specification

GC60F Specification

Junction box

Operational range: -30 to +60 °C.
Battery endurance: >2 years with transmit interval of 5 minutes.
The GC60F is compliant to EN300-220 specification.

Note: the GC60F is rated for IP40 environments only. For outdoor use a secondary 
enclosure will be required.

GC60F Operation
The GC60F transmits a “1.0" to indicate OK and a “0.0" to indicate that wetness or 
flood is detected. This value is recorded by the logger. The system does not provide 
an indication of the severity of wetness or flooding.
The datalogger can be configured to alarm if a “0.0" condition is detected. This in 
turn can generate a SMS text message or local alarm.

Technical Description
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